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Purpose: Radiation therapy �RT� for lung cancer is commonly limited to subtherapeutic doses due

to unintended toxicity to normal lung tissue. Reducing the frequency of occurrence and magnitude

of normal lung function loss may benefit from treatment plans that incorporate the regional lung

and radiation dose information. In this article, the authors propose a method that quantitatively

measures the regional changes in lung tissue function following a course of radiation therapy by

using 4DCT and image registration techniques.

Methods: 4DCT data sets before and after RT from two subjects are used in this study. Nonlinear

3D image registration is applied to register an image acquired near end inspiration to an image

acquired near end expiration to estimate the pulmonary function. The Jacobian of the image regis-

tration transformation, indicating local lung expansion or contraction, serves as an index of regional

pulmonary function. Approximately 120 annotated vascular bifurcation points are used as land-

marks to evaluate registration accuracy. The authors compare regional pulmonary function before

and after RT to the planned radiation dose at different locations of the lung.

Results: In all registration pairs, the average landmark distances after registration are on the order

of 1 mm. The pulmonary function change as indicated by the Jacobian change ranges from �0.15

to 0.1 in the contralateral lung and �0.22 to 0.23 in the ipsilateral lung for subject A, and ranges

from �0.4 to 0.39 in the contralateral lung and �0.25 to 0.5 in the ipsilateral lung for subject B.

Both of the subjects show larger range of the increase in the pulmonary function in the ipsilateral

lung than the contralateral lung. For lung tissue regions receiving a radiation dose larger than 24

Gy, a decrease in pulmonary function was observed. For regions receiving a radiation dose smaller

than 24 Gy, either an increase or a decrease in pulmonary function was observed. The relationship

between the pulmonary function change and the radiation dose varies at different locations.

Conclusions: With the use of 4DCT and image registration techniques, the pulmonary function

prior to and following a course of radiation therapy can be measured. In the preliminary application

of this approach for two subjects, changes in pulmonary function were observed with a weak

correlation between the dose and pulmonary function change. In certain sections of the lung,

detected locally compromised pulmonary function may have resulted from radiation

injury. © 2010 American Association of Physicists in Medicine. �DOI: 10.1118/1.3312210�
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I. INTRODUCTION

Radiation therapy �RT� for lung cancer is commonly limited

to subtherapeutic doses due to unintended toxicity to normal

lung tissue. The radiation dose needed to control the tumor is

well above that which causes toxicity to the normal lung

tissue. Increase in tumor control could be achieved by deliv-

ering substantially higher radiation doses to the tumor,
1

which is optimally achieved with RT delivery schemes that

reduce toxicity. Reducing the frequency of occurrence and

magnitude of normal lung function loss may benefit from

treatment plans that incorporate relationships between re-

gional and functional based lung information and the radia-

tion dose.

The complex inter-relationship between RT treatment

dose and pulmonary function change/toxicity are poorly de-

fined. Common toxicities include radiation pneumonitis, ra-

diation fibrosis, and, ultimately, altered respiratory capacity.

Recent dose escalation studies of radiosurgery show a clear

dose response relationship for primary lung tumors and that

toxicity increased with dose.
2–5

The relationship between ra-
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diation dose and normal lung tissue toxicity has been inves-

tigated since CT based planning became commonplace over

a decade ago,
6

yet the clear indicators for toxicity remain

elusive.
7–11

It has been broadly accepted that radiation dose

has a direct effect on treated lung tissue and the lung in the

treatment field shows radiographic fibrotic changes consis-

tent with fibrosis.
12

It is largely assumed that this is the pre-

dominant and, in some cases, only significant effector of al-

tered lung function despite known changes in inflammatory

cells outside the treated area. Most current avoidance meth-

ods for lung tissue are solely based on direct dose-volume

relationships with treated lung,
6,9,13,14

assuming lung tissue is

homogeneous in its response to toxicity, irrespective of tissue

location or underlying function.
15

Recently, Yaremko et al.
15

proposed a method incorporating image registration derived

estimate of ventilation to reduce normal lung irradiation.

However, the radiation induced pulmonary function change

may depend on the location, underlying function of that lung

prior to radiations, radiation dose, and other factors, espe-

cially in diseased lungs.
16,17

No human studies have investi-

gated the relationships between local lung function, spatial

radiation dose distribution, and radiation induced lung func-

tion changes. However, rat studies have investigated changes

in pulmonary function based on irradiation of different re-

gions of rat lung. van Luijk et al.
18

showed structural

changes in the lung were only correlated with changes in

breathing rate when irradiating lateral lung regions �shielding

the mediastinum�, and that greater lung damage was ob-

served when irradiating the heart
19

while holding the mean

lung dose and the volume of lung irradiated constant. They

showed that irradiation of larger volumes with smaller doses

causes greater toxicity than treating smaller volumes with

larger doses.
20

This is a result confirmed by others.
21

A com-

mon yet unspecified thread in the rat studies is that radiation

treatments including the mediastinum caused a greater

change in pulmonary function. Establishing a quantitative

measurement of the pulmonary function change before and

after RT may greatly accelerate similar studies of the rela-

tionship between RT treatment and resultant changes in pul-

monary function. Furthermore, this could translate into clini-

cally relevant data for future treatment planning schemes that

avoid increased functional injury to the lungs.

The pulmonary function test is a common clinical mea-

surement tool to assess lung function, but only provides glo-

bal information on the entire respiratory system. Regional

pulmonary function can be measured using various imaging

modalities. Nuclear medicine imaging, such as positron

emission tomography and single photon emission CT, can

provide an assessment of local lung function.
22–24

Hyperpo-

larized noble gas MR imaging has been developed for func-

tional imaging of pulmonary ventilation.
25–27

Xenon-

enhanced CT �Xe-CT� can measure regional ventilation by

observing the gas wash-in and wash-out rate on serial CT

images.
28,29

Image registration has been used to assess re-

gional lung function and tissue biomechanics using multiple

3D images at different lung volumes by CT
30–32

and MRI.
33

Image registration derived regional expansion can be used to

indicate pulmonary function since there is a high correlation

between regional lung expansion and regional ventilation.

We previously demonstrated a correlation between the image

registration based estimate of regional expansion �average

Jacobian� and the Xe-CT derived specific ventilation
32 �lin-

ear regression, average r2=0.73� in both static and dynamic

image acquisition.
34

This paper describes a technique using 4DCT, image reg-

istration, and lung biomechanical analysis to measure re-

gional lung function before and after radiation therapy. The

validity of the nonrigid image registration is evaluated by

independently assessing 120 vascular bifurcation points

within the lung. Changes in regional lung function before

and after RT are compared to the radiation dose distribution

by transforming the pulmonary function maps into the same

coordinate system as that of the computed dose distribution.

This provides a framework to examine the relationship be-

tween lung function change, delivered dose, and treatment

location within the lung.

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS

II.A. Method overview

Our goal is to measure changes in lung function by com-

paring regional lung volumes at end inspiration �EI� and end

expiration �EE� before and after treatment. Figure 1 shows a

block diagram of the entire process. Five image data sets are

used in the processing. A “free breathing” pretreatment

�FBPRE� fan beam CT scan for treatment planning is acquired

prior to RT using an ungated protocol with the subject

breathing quietly during the scan. The FBPRE image is used

during the treatment planning process as the target data set;

all radiation dose calculations and daily localization proce-

dures are registered to the FBPRE CT coordinate system. A

4DCT scan is also acquired prior to RT, and CT data sets are

reconstructed at ten distinct phases of respiration. For this

study, we focus on the data sets from two of the phases, a

volume at end expiration �EEPRE� and a volume at end inspi-

ration �EIPRE�. A second 4DCT study was acquired after RT

and used in this study as “post” RT scans for analysis of

post-RT changes �EEPOST and EIPOST�.
Nonlinear image registration is used to define four trans-

formations on these data sets. Table I summarizes these four

transformations. Transformations T1 and T2 are defined be-

tween respiratory phase points on the 4DCT, and are used to

estimate local lung expansion. Transformations T3 and T4

are used to convert the lung expansion data into same coor-

dinate system as the RT dose map, and are used to compare

changes in lung expansion with delivered RT dose.

Local lung function is assessed via the Jacobian �JAC� of

the transformations T1 and T2 which register EI to EE data.

The Jacobian of the transformation T1 �JACPRE� describes

the volume changes from EIPRE to EEPRE and the Jacobian of

transformation T2 �JACPOST� describes the volume changes

from EIPOST to EEPOST. To compare these changes, the Jaco-

bian of T1 and the Jacobian of T2 were mapped to the FBPRE

coordinate system with transformations T3 and T4, respec-

tively. Additional details on the registration algorithms and

other processing steps are given below.
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II.B. Image data sets

All data sets were gathered under a protocol approved by

the University of Iowa IRB. Data sets from two subjects with

lung tumors treated in the Department of Radiation Oncol-

ogy at the University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics were

analyzed retrospectively for this study: All scans were ac-

quired as clinically indicated. Both subjects had two 4DCT

studies—The first study was prior to the first course of RT

and the second study followed delivery of RT. Both 4DCT

studies included a contrast-enhanced free breathing CT scan

used for RT treatment planning dose calculations. Prior to

each 4DCT scan, the subject received respiratory training

using a biofeedback system �RESP@RATE, Intercure Ltd.,

Lod, Israel� to identify their nominal breathing rate. Musical

cues were used to pace respiration during imaging, employ-

ing a technique developed at our institution and shown to

have high success and compliance.
37

For subject A, the EEPOST and EIPOST data were acquired

after a complete course of RT treatments �approximately 1 yr

after the FBPRE scan and 48 Gy in 16 Gy/fx for three frac-

tions�. For subject B, the EEPOST and EIPOST data were ac-

quired after 13 of 37 fractions �23.4 Gy in 1.8 Gy/fx out of

66.6 Gy total�, approximately one month later after the

FBPRE scan. These patient scans were selected for analysis

because they contained 4DCT data sets both pre-RT and

post-RT, with a known planned dose distribution. For subject

A, the tumor was a solitary mass ��4 cm3� located in the

left lung and the right lung was disease-free. For subject B,

the tumor was located in the right lung as well as the medi-

astinum and extending all the way up into the right supra-

clavicular region, while the left lung was disease-free. Each

volumetric data set was acquired with a section spacing of

2–3 mm and a reconstruction matrix of 512�512. In-plane

pixel spacing is approximately 0.97�0.97 mm2.

EEPRE

EIPRE

EEPOST

EIPOST

Non-rigid

registration T2

JACPRE T-JACPRE

JACPOST T-JACPOST

DIFF

RTDD

Jacobian

calculation

Transformed

by T3

Transformed

by T4

Non-rigid

registration T4

Subtraction

Non-rigid

registration T1

Jacobian

calculation

FBPRE

Non-rigid

registration T3

Compare

Same coordinate

FIG. 1. Figure shows the five images �EEPRE, EIPRE, EEPOST, EIPOST, and FBPRE� that are analyzed during the processing. Transformations T1 and T2 register

EI to EE data and can be used to assess local lung function via the JAC of the transformations. PRE and POST indicate before and after RT. The DIFF between

the pretreatment and post-treatment Jacobian data can be used to look for changes in pulmonary function. Transformations T3 and T4 map the Jacobian data

into the coordinate system of the FBPRE �planning CT� image, which allows direct comparison with the radiation treatment dose distribution �RTDD�. FBPRE

and RTDD are in the same coordinate system since the FBPRE scan is used to create the dose plan. �Shaded boxes indicate CT image data; white boxes

indicated derived or calculated data; thick arrows indicate image registration transformations being calculated; thin solid lines indicate other operations.�

TABLE I. Summary of image registrations performed to detect RT-induced changes in lung function. Names of

images and transformations refer to those given in Fig. 1.

Transformation

name

Image

transformed Used to Algorithm used

T1 EIPRE→EEPRE Calculate pre-RT lung expansion map �Jacobian of T1� SICLE
a

T2 EIPOST→EEPOST Calculate post-RT lung expansion map �Jacobian of T2� SICLE
a

T3 EEPRE→FBPRE

Transform pre-RT Jacobian into RT dose planning

system coordinate system for comparison SICLE
a

T4 EEPOST→FBPRE

Transform post-RT Jacobian into RT dose planning

system coordinate system for comparison ELASTIX-NRP
b

a
Reference 35.

b
Reference 36.
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II.C. Image registration

II.C.1. Small deformation inverse consistent linear

elastic „SICLE… image registration

SICLE �Ref. 35� was used to estimate transformations T1,

T2, and T3 shown in Table I and Fig. 1. The SICLE algo-

rithm minimizes the inverse consistency error between the

forward transformation h from template image T to target

image S and the reverse transformation g from S to T, pro-

viding more accurate correspondences between two images

compared to algorithms that independently estimate forward

and reverse transformations. The transformations h and g are

jointly estimated by minimizing the cost function

C = ���
�

�T�h�x�� − S�x��2dx + �
�

�S�g�y�� − T�y��2dy	
+ ���

�


h�x� − g−1�x�
2dx + �
�


g�y� − h−1�y�
2dy	
+ ���

�


Lu�x�
2dx + �
�


Lw�y�
2dy	 , �1�

where � is the domain of the images T and S. Assume that

h�x�=x+u�x�, h−1�y�=y+ ũ�y�, g�y�=y+w�y�, and g−1�x�=x

+ w̃�x�, where h−1�h�x��=x and g−1�g�y��=y. Here u, w, ũ,

and w̃ are called displacement fields since they define the

transformation in terms of a displacement from a location x.

The first two integrals of the cost function define the cumu-

lative intensity squared error �shape differences� between the

deformed image T �h and image S and the differences be-

tween the deformed image S �g and image T. The second two

integrals define the inverse consistency error which is mini-

mized when h=g−1. This constraint couples the estimation of

h and g together and penalizes transformations that are not

inverses of each other. The third two integrals are linear elas-

tic constraint, which applies the linear elasticity operator
35

L

to ensure that the transformations maintain the topology of

the images T and S. This term is used to regularize the for-

ward and reverse voxel displacement fields u�x� and w�y�, so

that they are smooth and continuous by penalizing large de-

rivatives of the displacement fields. For this study, the

weighting constants were set as �=1, �=600, and

�=0.001 25. These parameters are similar to those used in

our previous work.
32

II.C.2. B-splines image registration with local

rigidity penalty „ELASTIX-NRP…

A high probability exists for the tumor to have changed

fundamentally in size and shape between the FBPRE study

and the EEPOST and EIPOST scans, since substantial radiation

dose has been delivered and significant time has passed. In

order to avoid introducing an apparent local function change,

due to tumor size change due to RT, the T4 transformation

that registers EEPOST to FBPRE is computed by a nonrigid

registration with a local rigidity penalty �NRP� term
36

using

ELASTIX �http://elastix.isi.uu.nl�. The EEPOST image is regis-

tered to the FBPRE image using mutual information and a

B-splines parameterized transformation. To define the local

rigidity constraint, the lung is segmented using the method

from Ref. 38 and the tumor region is manually segmented.

The nonrigid registration with local rigidity penalty term

method has been previously described in Ref. 36. The impact

of the local rigidity penalty was analyzed by visual inspec-

tion, difference imaging, and overall quantitative effect on

computed vector displacement of voxels within and immedi-

ately surrounding the tumor.

II.D. Computational setup

Processing starts by resampling all five CT data sets to a

voxel size of 1�1�1 mm3. After resampling, the main air-

ways are identified on all images using the PULMONARY

WORKSTATION 2.0 �VIDA Diagnostics, Inc., Iowa City, IA�.
The airway segmentation algorithm uses a seeded region

growing method with an adaptive threshold. The segmenta-

tion is initialized with seed voxels from the trachea. After

airway segmentation, the images are translated into a com-

mon coordinate system by aligning the carinas. Image FBPRE

is defined as the reference image.

After this preprocessing, EEPRE is registered to FBPRE us-

ing SICLE to find T3. Next, T1 �EIPRE to EEPRE� and T2

�EIPOST to EEPOST� are estimated using SICLE.

To find T4 �EEPOST to FBPRE�, the nonrigid registration

with local rigidity penalty term method is applied. This reg-

istration is performed in two stages. For the first stage of

initial alignment, five image resolutions are used and no lung

mask and rigid penalty term are applied. B-spline grid spac-

ing is set to 10 voxels and the number of optimization itera-

tions is 500 for each resolution. For the second stage of fine

alignment, the lung mask in the target image �FBPRE� is ap-

plied and rigid penalty term is specified. The rigidity is set to

1.0 in the tumor region and 0.0 in other lung regions. In this

stage, the full resolution images are registered with B-spline

grid spacing of 10 voxels followed by registration using

B-spline grid spacing of 5 voxels. In this way, the cost func-

tion is first optimized for the whole lung region, and then

specifically for the rigid tumor region. For more details about

the parameter settings for our study, please see http://

elastix.isi.uu.nl/wiki.php.

II.E. Assessment of image registration accuracy

Approximately 120 vascular bifurcation points are used as

landmarks to evaluate registration accuracy. A landmark an-

notating system
39

is used to guide the observer to find the

corresponding landmarks in the FBPRE, EEPRE, EIPRE,

EEPOST, and EIPOST images. Each landmark pair manually

annotated by the observer was added to a thin-plate spline to

warp the FBPRE image and predict the position for the next

unmatched landmark for the observer. The matching task for

the observer becomes easier as the warped image is de-

formed by previously selected landmarks. For each land-

mark, the actual landmark position is compared to the regis-

tration derived estimate of landmark position and the

landmark error is calculated.
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II.F. Computing changes in pulmonary function

Lung volume change across respiratory cycle is predomi-

nantly due to inspired or expired air.
40,41

Lung ventilation is

defined as the volume of air inspired into or expired out of

the lungs in a unit time �usually in 1 min�, so air volume

change is proportional to ventilation. Therefore, lung volume

change should be correlated with ventilation and specific

volume change should be correlated with specific ventilation.

We previously showed that the Jacobian is directly related

to local specific volume change �sVol, expansion� as

sVol=J−1, where J is the Jacobian of the image registration

transformation between two images acquired at different

lung volumes.
32

Thus, the Jacobian should also be correlated

with specific ventilation. Using a sheep model, we compared

the regional lung expansion estimated by registering images

acquired at different pressures �breath-hold� and respiratory

phases �tidal breathing� with the xenon CT specific ventila-

tion in four adult sheep. Regional lung expansion, as esti-

mated from the Jacobian of the image registration transfor-

mations, was well correlated with xenon CT specific

ventilation
32,34 �linear regression, average r2=0.73�. There-

fore, the Jacobian can be used as a local measure of pulmo-

nary function. Note that the image pairs used to estimate

regional pulmonary expansion via the Jacobian must be ac-

quired within a relatively short time interval or the assump-

tion that all lung volume change is due to air volume change

may not hold.

In our process, local lung expansion can be calculated

from the Jacobian of the transformations T1 and T2. The

vector transformation function h�x� that maps image T to

image S as described in Section II C is used to calculate the

local lung expansion and contraction using the Jacobian de-

terminant J�h�x�� defined as

J�h�x�� = �
�h1�x�

�x1

�h2�x�
�x1

�h3�x�
�x1

�h1�x�
�x2

�h2�x�
�x2

�h3�x�
�x2

�h1�x�
�x3

�h2�x�
�x3

�h3�x�
�x3

� , �2�

where h1�x� is the x component of h�x�, h2�x� is the y com-

ponent of h�x�, and h3�x� is the z component of h�x�. In a

Lagrangian reference frame, there is local tissue expansion if

the Jacobian is greater than 1 and there is local tissue con-

traction if the Jacobian is less than 1. If we consider a small

volume Vs at point x in S and the corresponding volume Vt at

h�x� in T, then J�h�x��=Vt /Vs. Therefore, if a lung tissue

point has J�h�x��=1.5, it means the Vt=1.5Vs. Based on our

earlier findings,
32,34

a higher Jacobian value reflects a higher

specific ventilation.

Transformations T3 and T4 transform the Jacobian data

into the coordinate system of FBPRE, where they can be com-

pared to look for changes in lung function. As shown in Fig.

1, the subtraction of the transformed Jacobian data T-JACPRE

from the Jacobian data T-JACPOST results in the Jacobian

difference image which is the image of the pulmonary func-

tion change.

II.G. Comparing regional pulmonary function change
to planned radiation dose distribution

We are interested in looking at the resultant change in the

local Jacobian and comparing those changes with the

computed RT planning system dose distribution map.

The radiation dose distribution image has voxel size of

4�4�4 mm3 �PINNACLE treatment planning system, ver-

sion 8.0�. Linear interpolation was used to resample the ra-

diation dose distribution image to the same voxel size as the

FBPRE image �1�1�1 mm3�. After interpolation, the Jaco-

bian difference and the dose distribution image were aligned

to the FBPRE image. Registration of both images and the dose

distribution to a common coordinate system allows the radia-

tion dose and the change in pulmonary function to be com-

pared.

III. RESULTS

III.A. Registration accuracy

Approximately 120 manually identified landmarks within

the lungs were used to compute registration accuracy. The

landmarks were nominally uniformly distributed between

two lungs for each subject. Figure 2 shows an example of the

distribution of the landmarks in subject B for the FBPRE im-

age, where the red region is the manually segmented tumor

within the right lung and the blue spheres are the landmarks.

The �x ,y ,z� coordinate of each landmark location was re-

corded for each CT data set �EIPRE, EEPRE, EIPOST, EEPOST,

and FBPRE� before and after registration for both subjects.

Figure 3�a� shows the magnitude of respiratory motion for

subject A prior to RT, with anatomical landmarks having

pre-RT excursions of 2–12 mm in the contralateral lung and

FIG. 2. 3D view of landmarks as vessel bifurcation points in the FBPRE for

subject B. The dark region on the left side of the figure is the manually

segmented tumor and the spheres are the manually defined landmarks.
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half that distance in the ipsilateral lung. Following the non-

rigid registration of the EIPRE and EEPRE data sets, the aver-

age landmark distances are of the order of 1 mm. Figure 3�b�
shows similar motion of landmarks post-RT before registra-

tion, with �1 mm distances between landmark points fol-

lowing registration. The registration pair EEPRE and FBPRE

�Fig. 3�c�� shows the smallest landmark distance both before

and after registration in two cases. The amplitude of breath-

ing during the free breathing scan FBPRE was assumed to

have been acquired with a mean position predominantly

weighted by the end of expiration of 4DCT. Thus, there is

little anatomic difference in the registration pair EEPRE and

FBPRE compared to other registration pairs. Conversely, Fig.

3�d� shows the EEPOST is different from the FBPRE image, as

these are acquired on different days. For this subject, the

nonrigid registration produced superior agreement between

landmarks in the ipsilateral lung than observed in the con-

tralateral lung. The respiratory motion from subject B �Fig.

4� produced larger pre-RT excursions �range 2–18 mm�
which were reduced overall following �23 Gy of RT. Over-

all, the post-RT excursions �Fig. 4�b�� were of the same mag-

nitude in the both lungs. The trends for subject B in Figs.

4�c� and 4�d� were consistent with those observed for subject

A in both pre-RT and post-RT. These results demonstrate that

the average landmark registration error is on the order of 1

mm for both subjects.

III.B. Regional pulmonary function change and
planned radiation dose distribution

Figure 5 illustrates the difference between SICLE method

and ELASTIX-NRP method. The first row of the figure shows

transverse slices from the target image FBPRE and the tem-

plate image EEPOST at approximately the same anatomic lo-
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FIG. 3. Landmark distances for subject A before and after registration. Distances between registration pairs �a� T1: EIPRE and EEPRE; �b� T2: EIPOST and

EEPOST; �c� T3: EEPRE and FBPRE; and �d� T4: EEPOST and FBPRE. Box plot lower extreme is first quartile; box plot upper extreme is third quartile. Median

is shown with solid horizontal line. Whiskers show either the minimum �maximum� value or extend 1.5 times the first to third quartile range beyond the lower

�upper� extreme of the box, whichever is smaller �larger�. Outliers are marked with circles.
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cation. The figure shows that, as expected, the tumor volume

has decreased after the RT. The first two figures in the second

row show the difference between the registration result �the

transformed template image� and the target image for both

registration algorithms. While most regions show similar pat-

terns in the difference images, there are some differences in

the tissue regions immediately adjacent to the tumor loca-

tion. Because the SICLE algorithm has no information about

the physical properties of tumor region, it forces the tumor

boundary to match before and after RT. However, the rigidity

map in the ELASTIX-NRP method keeps the tumor as a rigid

structure and captures the differences in the tumor region

before and after RT. The final figure in the second row shows

the difference in pulmonary function change, calculated us-

ing SICLE and ELASTIX-NRP to find the T4 transformation.

This result shows that there is a difference in the pulmonary

function change estimates derived from these two methods in

the regions at the upper left and lower left corners of the

image around the tumor. Therefore, while SICLE obscures

the pulmonary function change in the tumor region because

of the lack of information about the physical properties of

tumor, ELASTIX-NRP can track the pulmonary function

change in the tumor region with local rigidity constraint.

Figure 6 shows the color-coded pulmonary function im-

ages and function change image DIFF for both subjects. The

first column shows the pulmonary function map before RT.

The second column shows the pulmonary function map after

RT. Note that the color scales for these images are different

for the different subjects because of differences in tidal vol-

ume. For example, in subject A, green and blue indicate nor-

mally functioning �expanding� lung tissue with a Jacobian

value greater than 1.1, while orange and red regions show

decreased lung function with a Jacobian value less than 0.95.

As described in Section II G, both function images are
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FIG. 4. Landmark distances for subject B before and after registration. Distances between registration pairs �a� T1: EIPRE and EEPRE; �b� T2: EIPOST and

EEPOST; �c� T3: EEPRE and FBPRE; and �d� T4: EEPOST and FBPRE. Box plot lower extreme is first quartile; box plot upper extreme is third quartile. Median

is shown with solid horizontal line. Whiskers show either the minimum �maximum� value or extend 1.5 times the first to third quartile range beyond the lower

�upper� extreme of the box, whichever is smaller �larger�. Outliers are marked with circles.
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mapped to FBPRE using transformations T3 and T4. The pul-

monary function change images are shown in column three.

In the difference images, blue regions represent increased

pulmonary function and the red regions represent decreased

pulmonary function. The rightmost column in the figure is

the planned radiation dose distribution, in units of Grays

�Gy�. The spatial map of functional changes in column three

can be visually compared to the regions receiving the highest

radiation doses �column four�.
For subject A, the most dramatic change in pulmonary

function is seen in the treated left lung �right side of figure�,
demonstrating changes from significant expansion �green

and blue� before RT to little or no expansion �orange to red�
after RT in high dose regions. Notice that more regions in the

left lung have increased lung function �blue� following RT

than the right lung. However, the right lung �left side of the

figure� also shows modest changes in lung function while

receiving modest radiation ��8 Gy�. The Jacobian change

ranges from �0.15 to 0.1 with a mean value of �0.02 in the

right lung, and from �0.22 to 0.23 with a mean value of

�0.02 in the left lung. It is consistent with our expectation

that the left lung �ipsilateral lung, where the radiation dose is

targeted� has larger change in pulmonary function than the

right lung �contralateral lung, where the radiation dose is

much lower�. The similar mean value of Jacobian change in

both lungs may be caused by the small volume of the tumor

in subject A. For subject B, the first and second columns

show modest changes in pulmonary function before and after

RT for the untreated left lung, while there is a large increase

in pulmonary function in the treated right lung following 13

of 37 fractions of RT. The third column in subject B also

indicates that the rim of the tumor shows an increase in lung

function induced by the decrease in tumor volume. The Jaco-

bian change ranges from �0.40 to 0.39 with a mean value of

�0.03 in the contralateral lung, and from �0.25 to 0.50 with

a mean value of 0.11 in the ipsilateral lung. This change in

function might have been concealed if purely nonrigid image

registration algorithms were used to estimate T4. The corre-

lation coefficients �linear regression� for pulmonary function

change and the radiation dose were calculated for each pa-

tient and each lung. For the subject A, the r value is �0.19 in

the ipsilateral lung and �0.14 in the contralateral lung. For

subject B, the r value is �0.37 in the ipsilateral lung and

0.25 in the contralateral lung. Therefore, the correlation be-

tween the pulmonary function change and radiation dose for

the whole lung is very weak and other factors such as treat-

ment location may play a role in this relationship.

Figure 7 presents data showing how the relationship be-

tween radiation dose and pulmonary function change may

have a location-dependent factor. Figures 7�a� and 7�b� show

scatter plots of voxel-by-voxel pulmonary function change

�Jacobian change� vs radiation dose for the entire contralat-

eral and ipsilateral lung in subject A. Figure 7�a� shows mod-

est increases in pulmonary function in the contralateral lung

post-RT, even though there is much less radiation dose in

these regions compared to the treated lung. Figure 7�b�
shows the same relationship for the ipsilateral lung, where

changes in function and radiation doses are much more pro-

nounced. In both lungs, for regions receiving radiation dose

smaller than 24 Gy, either an increase or a decrease in pul-

monary function is observed. For regions receiving a radia-

tion dose larger than 24 Gy, all regions show a decrease in

pulmonary function.

Figures 7�c�–7�f� show scatter plots between pulmonary

function change and radiation dose in the ipsilateral lung

within disk-shaped regions at fixed distances from the tumor

center. A weak correlation between the dose and pulmonary

function change is found at distances from 20 to 25 mm to

the tumor �linear regression, r=−0.73�, suggesting that de-

tected locally compromised pulmonary function may have

resulted from radiation injury. The figures shown for other

distances from the tumor center do not portray such a simple

linear relationship. It is likely that dose and distance from the

tumor are not the only factors affecting pulmonary function

change, and factors such as the initial pulmonary function

within the region, anatomic location, and proximity to other

pulmonary anatomy will have an effect. More work is

needed to investigate these effects and their complex interre-

lationships.

IV. CONCLUSIONS and DISCUSSION

We have described a method to measure radiation induced

spatial pulmonary function change using 4DCT and image

registration. Major vascular bifurcations are used as land-

marks to evaluate the image registration. Average registration

landmark error is on the order of 1 mm.

The SICLE algorithm is used to assess local lung expan-

sion via the Jacobian of the image registration transforma-

tion. The SICLE and ELASTIX-NRP registration methods are

used to transform the Jacobian images into the same coordi-

nate system for comparison, and for comparison with the

radiation dose map.

The ELASTIX-NRP algorithm was used with a local rigid-

-0.1 0.1

(a) (b)

(c) (d) (e)

FIG. 5. ��a� and �b�� Target image FBPRE and template image EEPOST with

red arrows showing the tumor region. ��c� and �d�� Difference of the regis-

tration result with the target image for the purely nonrigid registration

SICLE and nonrigid registration with local rigidity penalty term ELASTIX-

NRP. �e� The difference of the pulmonary function change from SICLE and

ELASTIX-NRP.
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ity map to account for the change in lung tumor size before

and after RT. Using this approach, the increased pulmonary

function of the regions outside tumor after RT can be

mapped correctly to the regions inside tumor before RT. For

simplicity, we set the rigidity coefficient for the tumor region

in the EEPOST as 1 �0 as completely nonrigid tissue and 1 for

rigid tissue�. However, in the EEPRE to FBPRE registration

using the inverse consistent registration, the average Jaco-

bian value in the tumor region is about 0.94, which indicates

that there is a small amount of compression in the tumor

region �a value of unity indicates no expansion or contrac-

tion�. Therefore, more experimentation is needed to find the

best rigidity coefficient in tumor to yield physiologically

meaningful results.

The pulmonary function change measured by change in

the Jacobian of the image registration transformations was

compared to the planned radiation dose distribution in two

subjects. One subject had fully completed the entire course

of RT and the other subject had completed about one third of

the treatment �13 of 37 fractions�.
In this study, the difference in pulmonary function change

between the treated lung and nontreated lung was examined

within each subject. Since in both patients the tumor was

confined to one lung �left lung for subject A and right lung

for subject B�, the pulmonary function change observed in

the contralateral lung may be able to serve as a control for

the changes observed in the ipsilateral lung. Caution should

be used with this approach since spatial functional changes

appear to be a function of more than planned radiation dose.

Figure 6 shows noticeable differences in pulmonary function

change between the untreated regions and the treated re-

gions. These differences correlate well with the radiation

dose distribution in the high dose regions. Therefore, a more

(a) Subject A

(b) Subject B

FIG. 6. The pulmonary function change compared to the planned radiation dose distribution. The dose map, pulmonary function, and pulmonary function

change are overlaid on the FBPRE. The first column is the pulmonary function before RT. The second column is the pulmonary function after RT. The third

column is the pulmonary function change from the subtraction of the previous two images. The fourth column is the planned radiation dose distribution. In

the third column, the red arrows show regions with decreased pulmonary function, and the blue arrows show regions with increased pulmonary function.
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sophisticated analysis that divides the region based on the

isocontours of the radiation dose may be more effective in

describing this relationship.

In subject A, the treated regions show a large decrease in

pulmonary function �red� around tumor region and a large

increase in pulmonary function �blue� in the ipsilateral lung.

For subject B, there is a significant increase in the pulmonary

function at the basal regions of the treated �right� lung after

the treatment indicating the effectiveness of the radiation

therapy. Since the EEPOST and EIPOST images for subject B

are acquired after one third of the RT treatments, it would be

interesting to acquire additional EEPOST and EIPOST images at

other points during therapy so that pulmonary function

change can be examined throughout the treatment.

The results in Fig. 7 show that function change is not only

a function of dose, but that there is likely a spatial depen-

dence between the dose distribution and pulmonary function

change as well. Other factors, such as initial level of pulmo-

nary function, anatomic location and proximity to the sur-

rounding anatomy, and the effects of a particular RT treat-

ment plan, may also impact lung tissue function change post-

RT. Additional work, perhaps using animal models, is

required to investigate these effects and their complex inter-

relationships.

One uncertainty of this comparison is introduced by the

difference between the planned and actual dose. The deliv-

ered dose at each voxel could be estimated by convolving the

planned dose with the known respiratory motion. The motion

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

FIG. 7. Pulmonary function change in subject A compared to the radiation dose in scatter plot with linear regression in �a� contralateral lung, �b� ipsilateral

lung, and in the ipsilateral lung regions which are at the distance of �c� 10–15, �d� 20–25, �e� 30–35, and �f� 40–45 mm to the center of tumor region.
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used would need to be unique for each fraction delivered.

Our approach assumes insignificant lung tissue motion to

occur during radiation delivery, as the treatment delivery was

gated to allow respiratory motion less than the resolution of

the dose grid.

The analysis has been limited to comparing response in

the ipsilateral vs contralateral lung. However, it would be

natural to consider changes in pulmonary function at the lo-

bar level as well. It is our expectation that regional pulmo-

nary function may also be affected mechanically by the

neighboring lobe. Lobar segmentations, such as those pro-

vided by Ref. 42, could be overlaid on top of both the dose

distribution maps and the pulmonary function change images

to observe these effects on a lobe-by-lobe basis.

In conclusion, we have described a method to measure

regional pulmonary function change following a course of

radiation therapy using image registration. This method may

be useful to study the relationships between radiation dose

distribution and pulmonary function change, to increase our

understanding of the lung toxicity, and to improve radiation

therapy for lung tumor control.
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